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Request for DDOT to refine and implement tactical improvements in Mount
Pleasant related to Vision Zero

Resolved, that ANC 1D requests the District Department of Transportation to work with ANC 1D to 
review and refine several ideas for making modest, tactical improvements to Mount Pleasant’s streets 
related to the VisionZero initiative, and then implement them quickly.

Why: Pedestrians, cyclists, bus riders, and people using other alternate modes of transportation are 
common in Mount Pleasant, especially on and close to Mount Pleasant Street. We would like DDOT to:
1. convert the intersection of 17th St NW and Kilbourne Pl NW to a four-way stop,
2. make simple improvements to “daylight” intersections and crosswalks, and protect them from illegal 
parking,
3. warn drivers about the presence and primacy of pedestrians with signs and bollards,
4. improve existing loading zone usage and add new loading zones to Mount Pleasant Street in order to 
reduce double parking,
5. repaint faded and missing crosswalks,
6. provide cyclists with protected lanes when possible,
7. refresh striped bike lanes when not,
8. create sufficient space for cyclists at several controlled intersections,
9. provide ample bike parking, 
10. facilitate prompt bus service, and
11. provide needed shelter for bus riders.

We have catalogued several ideas and request DDOT provide us feedback regarding feasibility and 
design and, especially when simple maintenance is all that’s required, to move forward to 
implementation expeditiously. Importantly, these ideas are limited in scope to elements that DDOT 
should be able to deliver with low cost and a minimum of study and planning.

Resolution passed, 5 to 0 vote, at the legally noticed, public meeting of ANC1D on May 21, 2019, with 
a quorum present. Voting “yes”:  Commissioners Stewart, Romero-Latin, Allinger, McKay, 
Sandenburgh. A quorum for this commission is three; five commissioners were present. 
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